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1, October, 1971

Budget cut

rally view
Dear fellow students,
As a transfer student at Northeastern University, I would like to
express my views of the rally held
on September 23, 1971.
I attended the rally for two reasons; l) to see what I could do as a
student, and 2) to see if other students were really concerned. I
arrived at 1:00 and found a fair
amount of students on the East
lawn. I thought to myself that the
rally had real potential, and the
students were behind it. As the rally progressed, I looked around at
the crowd, and there was no
crowd. It was almost 2:00 and we
were still only a handful of students. Where were the other students? I knew that Northeastern
had more than 300 students.
Where were they? I decided to go
in the school, and see what was
happening.
I walked the halls and saw students talking, laughing and sitting
around. In general they were having a good time. The halls and the
cafeteria were crowded with students. What in God's name were
they doing in here ? Couldn't their
appetite wait for one hour to attend an imperative rally that held
their future at stake? Couldn't
they channel their idle conversation into some spirit and concern
for their University? They all acted like this was a joke or something that.didn't concern them.

;

If they only knew the damage
they were doing to themselves, and
the University by not supporting
the rally. If they only knew that
this was the beginning of the end
of a young, growing University. If
they only knew.
I left the school and joined the
dwindling crowd of students and
saw our University begin to die.
If I sound pessimistic, it is because the feeling is there, but if
you really care about the future of
your education and the University, use some student power and
fight TOGETHER to save OUR
education, OUR University.
Edward Kuderna

Disappointinent?- Maybe
Where were you last Thursday
afternoon at l :00? Chances are
few that you were where you were
needed most; that being out by the
beehive for the budget-cut rally.
I guess I'm not terribly realistic
but blame it on the influence of
modern television. Having never
attended such a rally before, I envisioned throngs of students eager
to defend their rights on a vital political campaign. You know, just

like you watch on the telly at 5, 6,
and 10 o'clock .. . right??? Not
quite.
Instead, I was met with an apathetic group that seemed to be
lured only the the tempting bait of
some rock musicians. The weather
was, I must condesend, not exactly ideal but I didn't see crowds
englufing the corridor-stationed tv
sets either. And besides, haven't
you heard? The bigger the group,

Filin series
The Film Committee has incorporated a new policy concerning the
Film Series at Northeastern Illinoi s University. _
A Film Series Card will be issued each trimester and will be good for
that trimester only. It will be iss·ued upon presentation of a validated
I.D . card. NO ONE WILL BE ADMITTED TO THE FILMS WITHOUT
PRESENTATION OF THIS CARD.

The Film Series is in two parts thi s trimester. Tuesday night films are
free. The Film Series Card must be presented to be admitted into the
film. ONLY NORTHEASTERN STUDENTS WILL BE ADMITTED.
NO GUESTS ARE ALLOWED.

The Film Series is also sponsoring an Admi ssion Series. These films
will cost 75c upon presentation of a Film Series Card, on the night of
the film . One guest will be allowed in on your card. However, each
person will be required to pay.
·
T he Film Committee reserves the right to ask for presentation of a
student I.D. along with the F ilm Series Card.
The Film Series Card was designed with the interest of Northeastern
students in minds . Al so to eliminate advance ticket sales.
The Film Series Card in no way insures a seat for the film . Admission will be on a first come, first served basis.
Films will be shown at 7:00 PM. Doors will open at 6:30. There will
be no smoking, drinking or sitting in the aisles. If these rules cannot be
observed, the Film Series will be discontinued.

the more body heat, and the better
excuse you have to love · your
neighbor.
So what's the point? Just this:
was the time and money given to
the rally by guest speakers and involved student and faculty members worth the trouble? By the
turnout, no, and the concern it
may have evoked in the participants yet remains to be seen.
Assuming that the cold kill•d

any infectious enthusiasm germs
that I expected to be evident at the
rally, there won't be much of an
increase in involvement for the
budget-cut campaign. Then my
previous opinion that most college
students aren't as concerned as
they claim , will go unchallenged.
But wouldn't you Northeasterners
enjoy proving a lowly freshman
wrong?
Sandy Bump

Teaching positions in
On September 22nd, the Chicago Board of Education agreed
to open a credential assembly date
(i .e. application for th~"orals")
for a number of teaching certificates. All student teachers who attended the student tea.;hing seminars held in the North Dining Hall
this past week were given the necessary information regarding the
NTE and the application for the
"orals." This application is the
Ex.'5 form which must be received by the Board of Examiners
by October 29th. All necessary
forms · are available in the Placement Office.
In the past 10-15 years such announcements had always been
made fairly early in the summer.
But when there still was no public
announcement by mid-September, there was growing doubt that
teachers could apply this fall for

regular (permanent) certificates
because of the growing teacher
surplus. The announcement of
September 22nd included regular
certification for Kg.P, IUG and a
limited number _ of secondary
: teaching certificates. Since the
surplus is greater in some areas
than others, applicants will find
that they have an qpportunity to
apply for H.S. mathematics, English, art grades 7-12, general science, biology, chemistry and physics. History and foreign languages
and geography are not included.
They may be included in the next
announcement which may be
made during the winter months.
Interested applicants are urged
to study the complete circular of
information posted on the Placement bulletin board. There are
three important deadline dates to
be met and candidates are urged
not to miss the boat.
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Guest Editorial
The Courage at ATTICA
As news of theA TTICA tragedy begins to appear
less frequently in the headlines, I wonder how many
of us will regress into an apathetic state concerning
penal reform? Each one of us should remember that
it was just such a state of detachment and apathy that
caused the conditions at ATTICA that produced the
bloodiest prison rebellion in our nation's history . The
sub-standard living conditions and brutality that the
men of ATTICA were forced to endure for so long
would appear to many of us to be something out of
the Dark Ages . Yet these conditions do exist, and
were imposed so strongly upon the human decency
of the prisoners that they choose to give their lives in
an attempt to bring about progressive change.
Their methods were unorthodox and illegal. They
were very obviously men that had reached their
breaking point of endurance. The almighty 'System'
had not only failed them at ATTICA, it had put them
there to begin with, with its racist and classist double
standard of justice.
The brutal conditions that these people were
forced to endure for so long can be reflected in their
rejection of a court injunction from Federal Judge
John T . Curtin. The injunction prohibited any reprisals by guards or the prison administration against the

rebellious prisoners. Their rejection gains credence
in light of the post-rebellion beatings administered by
guards. The prisoners, stripped naked in the chilly
rain, were forced to run between a column of club
and stick wielding guards. Some were beaten so
severely about the buttocks, groin and abdomen that
they dropped to the ground, where they were then
kicked and prodded by the 'liberation' troopers.
These reports were bonified by reporters and photographers at the scene, and later reinforced by the
testimony ofa 24 year-old Guardsman before a New
York state board of inquiry. What can we as concerned students and faculty do about ATTICA and
the A TTICA's of the future that our present system
will surely give birth to? We can unify our protests
against a racist system that produced so much INjustice ; against a double standard of justice that
protects the wealthy and white, and sentences the
poor and those of minority groups to these American
concentration camps. When the disillusionment
strikes of having our protests fall upon the deaf ears
of people who would rather use our tax dollars to
murder innocent civilians in a war nobody wants, we
should re-double the strength of the protest, and
perhaps carry it into the streets.

,..

It would be fitting for those of us here at Northeastern that believe that prisons are a place where
people are sent as punishment, and not for punishment to attempt to enshrine the courage of the inmates of ATTICA . Recently a group of people at our
school bought four chairs and four lamps at a cost of
$800.00 per chair and $200.00 a lamp. This is
$4,000.00 of student funds! Surely if we can spend
$4,000.00 of student money to purchase four
well-illuminated, shelled cushions in which to park
I/2000th of the asses that wander the hall s, we can
come up with a few hundred dollars to create a
memoriam to remember the courage with which a
select few of America's persecuted reacted with
~hen defending respect and human decency in this
country, and in this country's penal system.
Should you agree with what you've just read, don't
let this issue slide! Carry your ideas and support of
this idea to the offices of Jerry Sachs, Dean's Howenstine and Pitts, to the Student Gov't, to the Commuter Center Board, to the pages of the PRINT, and
to your fellow students. Protest my suggestion or
agree with it, but don't be apathetic towards it, for it
was apathy that created this whole situation to begin
with.
Tim Coogan

P rint policy

Bicycles
This summer brought about a
transportation revolution. Cars
were still around; buses were still
running; a pair of gym shoes got
you pretty far. But along with
these, the bicycle made its debut and a very large one at that.
Chrome bars, flattered by blues,
reds, and an occasional purple,
decorated the bike racks near the
A and B wings. Summer was really
weather-nice; bicycles might have
competed with cars for supremacy. But just like the ever-elusive
car space, cyclers had a problem of
where to chain their wheels. The
walk rails provided space, so often
they were commissioned. .
Autumn's here (wasn't it September 23rd?) and cars, buses, and
feet are- still with us. So are bicycles. And so are their parking
problems. Oh, the A and B wing
racks are still there. But using the
walk rails cause problems. Often,
people couldn't get up the ramp,
so they would walk around and use
the stairs. But wheels don't go up
stairs very easily, and when your
means of getting around is a walker or wheel chair, the ramp is your
best friend. Blues, reds, and that
occasional purple are showy, but
wouldn't you want to see your
friend more?
Like all problems, there are solutions. One is to ask cyders to
stop chaining bicycles to the ramp
rails. And that's about it. But
where do the bicycles go? Perhaps
the Administration, realizing the
great popularity of bikes, could
purchase more bike racks for the
campus. This would help a lot of
people, and isn't that the role of a
university?
Barb Ulman -

The PRINT welcomes questions and
comments from faculty and students. Manuscripts should be
typed, as concise as possible and
signed by the author. Due to limited spoce, the PRINT reserves the
right to condense letters. Rebuttals

oru
Adequa!e
"
Attendance
Dear Print;
In your last issue, you made a
statement on the sports page that
attendance at the N.E.1.U.-Loyola
football game had been, and I
quote, "adequate", I don't know
what you call adequate attendance, but I cannot call a total attendance of about 300, at least half
of whom were parents of the players ·and other students, adequate.
There are about 4,000 undergraduates at this university, so, unless my arithmetic is faulty, only
about 3 percent of the student
body went to the game. I would
hardly call that adequate. We have
a good team, despite the two losses
they have suffered (one of those
losses was, incidently, a statistical
victory, in which we had nearly
twice as much total offense as our
opponents), and they are certainly
deserving of far better support
from the students than they have
received so far.
Denis Smith
(ed. note: Although attendance
was small; it does not dictate
whether the team wins or loses, it
merely boosts the teams morale.)

should be dated no later than 2
weeks after the original article.
Letters to the Editor should be addressed to FORUM. Guest Editorials should be delivered to the
Editor. Deadline for a Thursday issue is the preceeding Monday
morning.

Pay raise for
Ticket D iscrilllination
Hanrahan?
Take note political historians,
for the State of Illinois may be
coming up with another first
a state employee's
salary that's $1,000.00 in excess.
of that of the Governor's. While
at first glance this may not seem
like such an evil suggestion, considering the opinions rapidly
emerging about the levels of intelligence utilized by Mr. Ogilvie
in many of his decision, (GB 636
in particular), it is the person
who's getting the raise that makes
such a bit of legislation overwhelming, if not criminal.
Should the bill that's pending
this fall in the State Legislature be
passed, and many are undoubtedly thinking it shall, our own
State's Attorney Edward V. Hanrahan may receive a35%pay hike.
This would boost Hanrahan's
yearly legal salary from $34,000
to $46,000, or $ 1,000 greater than
Ogilvie's annual take.
To add injury to insult to the
people of Illinois, all this takes
place while Chicago's answer to
the Imperial Wizard is attempting
to sling enough mud, on taxpayers' time, to slide out of a

Dear Editor,
On September 24, 1971 , I was
parked in the Student Parking Lot
murder indictment.
If there's a lesson to be learned from this mockery of political
ethics, one could perhaps deduce
that it's more profitable in Illinois at the present time to be a
murderer of blacks in their sleep,
and bear the Democratic smile,
than be a Republican book
burner.
T. Coogan

and received a ticket for allegedly
parking in a "construction zone."
However, there was also a faculty
car and a school bus parked in the
same "construction zone." The
other car, a Cadillac, license number K9KCM Illinois License
Plates, and a bus, Illinois License
Plates U3462. These vehicles were
parked no further than ten feet
away.
The PRINT has taken four pictures and has been very cooperative in this matter.
Bill Sundberg
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Ogilvie's budget cut and what it means to you!
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH

FACT: The cuts made by Governor Ogilvie in the appropriation for
Northeastern Illinois University gives the school $383,738
less for operation this year (July, 1971 - June, 1972) than last
year.
FACT: Certain fixed expenses such as heat, light, telephone service
and maintenance must "come off the top". These expenses
will go up because of inflation plus the occupation of the new
science building in December, 1971.
FACT: An affirmative vote by a simple majority of Illinois House and
Senate will override the Governor's veto.
If the veto is not overridden, friends of Northeastern and of public
Higher Education in Illinois can expect the following consequences
at Northeastern and similar consequences at other public state institutions of Higher Education in Illinois:
1. Reduced Admissions
Few, if any, in January, 1972
Few, if any, in May, 1972
2. Reduced Evening Program
Less choice in advanced courses
Loss particularly severe for part-time Graduate and Undergraduate students
3. Cancellation of Most Classes with Less Than 20 Students
Less choice in advanced courses
May delay graduation in some Majors
May eliminate some Majors at least temporarily
4. Severe Reduction in the Number of Part-Time Faculty, and Loss
of Virtually all Graduate Assistants and Faculty Assistants
Loss of specialized courses which cannot be taught by fulltime faculty
Faculty will have less time for individual student advisement,
innovative teaching, field trips, supervision of independent
study, etc. ,
Faculty may be assigned to teach outside their major area-thus
reducing quality of education
5. Salary Freeze for All Employees
Reduction on absolute buying power-thus the equivalent of a
salary cut resulting in serious morale problems
NOTE: Acco_rding to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the preponderant majority of Civil Service employees at.Northeastern are underpaid.
6. Possible Faculty and Staff Recesses in Summer Trimester (Particularly May-June)
Acts as additional salary reduction
Increases difficulty of students taking advantage of early
graduation
7. 56% Reduction in Library Acquisition
Library is now minimal without cuts
Reduction in possibility for library research and Independent
Study Projects '
Threat to continued accreditation
8. Reduction in Funds for Field Trips, Outside Speakers, Clerical
Supplies, Equipment, etc.
Reduction in quality of education
9. Possible Future Reduction in Non-Tenured Civil Service and Facul-

ty, and Elimination of Some Tenured Faculty and Civil Service
Further compounding of items 1-6 above
10. Reductions in Services to Students, Faculty and the Surrounding
Community By Reduction in Operating Hours for Audio Visual
Department and Library Facilities
Students and faculty will have reduced time for research and
study in the library
Any community usage of the building which woul<t entail overtime for Northeastern employees, i.e. janitors, audio visual,
technicians, etc. will be eliminated
HOW CAN YOU HELP?
1. REG I STER TO VOTE
2. WRITETO:
A) The Honorable Jack Walker
(Sponsor of the appropriation bill)
18018 Arcadia Ave.
Lansing, Ill. 60438
Ask him to reintroduce SB 636 for legislative override of the
Governor's budget cuts.
B) Legislators from your district (3 Rep. and l Senator) See Information Tables if you do not knovy their names. Ask them to
vote to override the Governor's veto of SB 636
C) Legislators from District 15 in which Northeastern is located:
The Honorable Thomas G. Lyons
6457 N. Hiawatha Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60646

The Honorable Bernard B. Wolfe
77 W. Washington
Chicago, Ill. 60602

/

The Honorable Thaddeus S. Lechowicz
5058 W. Altgeld St.
Chicago, Ill. 60639
The Honorable Peter J. Miller
1840 N . Rutherford Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60635
.Ask them to override the Governor's veto of SB 636.
Lieutenant Governor Paul Simon
State Capitol
Springfield, Ill. 62706
3. CONTACT FRIENDS, NEIGHBORS AND RELATIVES
Using the above Fact Sheet, ask them to write Jack Walker and
their legislators urging override.
NOTE: DO NOT USE FORM LETTERS.
Personal, hand-written letters which need not be long
are most effective.
4. WRITE LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
5. AT THE PEAK OF THE CAMPAIGN, BUSLOADS OF INTERESTED STUDENTS, CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEE,S
AND FACULTY MAY GO TO SPRINGFIELD-WATCH
FOR FURTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS.
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Whale campaign
results

Former UNI
instructor at
Chicago State
Barbara J. Aubin,. 1925 North
Hudson Avenue, Chicago 60614,
has been appointed a Chicago
State University Instructor in Art,
University President Milton Byrd
has announced . Miss Aubin
comes to CSU from Loyola University where she was Assistant
Professor of Drawing, Painting
and Design.
She previously was an Instructor of Visual Foundations at
Northeastern Illinois University
and Assistant Professor at the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago.
The new CSU Director in Art
received a bachelor's degree in sociology from Oarleton College,
Northfield, Minn. , ·and a bachelor's and master's degree in art
from the School of the Art Institute.
Miss Aubin is a member of the
College Art Association of America, the American Association of
Museums, the Michigan Water
Color Society and the American
Association of University Professors. She has appeared for three
years in Who's Who in American
Art.

During the spring trimester 1971 three hundred
people connected with NISC donated for the preservati9n of the largest mammals on earth, whales.
Although the campaign was a relative success, whales
are still not protected. They are still hunted in large
numbers, their products are still imported to the
United States, and our government is still putting off
responsible leadership in this matter.
Whales are being killed for their economic value,
but everything from their products can and are made
from other sources. Therefore, it is not imparative
that whales be killed. What is needed is for the people
of the world to do something to regulate the taking of
whales to their numbers will be available forever as
an economic and an aesthetic resource.
In order to insure this resource more research on
whales is needed so man can make rational decisions
in aleviating the problem. Time to study is needed
before the whale numbers are decimated to a point
beyond saving. An international moratorium on
whales has been suggested to provide the needed time.
To preserve these sea mammals will take more than
a few people. It will take your help too. Support an
international moratorium on whales! If you wish ex- ·
tra information and-or enjoying a delightful record
our school library has two copies of the "Songs of the
humpback Whale". These are copies donated to
NISC as a result of its whale campaign.

Last week's free classifieds ...
Speech Therapy

Help is on the way
Graduates of schools of Business and-or Engineering or other
areas with definite employment
goals have an advantage in their
job searches in that they often are
more familiar with the mechanics
of getting jobs. In an effort to help
the Liberal Arts graduates and
also the graduates of teacher education programs who might well
find that they are part of a growing
surplus which will have to settle
for alternative types of employment, the Placement Office has
scheduled three "How to . . . "
days in order to shed light on the
problem.
Three different individuals
from three different areas of business have agreed to share their expertise with students at informal
seminars on jobs. These three individuals are not coming to recruit
but to describe the kinds of jobs
open to liberal arts grads in their
industry. They will discuss the

UNIVERSITY DANCE
OCTOBER 22, 1971
FREE ADMISSION
(WITH ID)
·S PONSORED BY
STUDENT· SENATE
ORRINGTON HOTEL
BEVERAGES

kinds of jobs candidates should apply for and help eliminate the
blundering recruit who vaguely
states he or she will take "any kind
of job" and thus reveals his failure
to do any homework or organize a
job search. Students will see the
College Placement Annual and receive resume forms. Good and
poor resumes will be discusses and
students will be advised about
making the best use of resumes.
Speakers will be open to questions
regarding interviews and interview techniques. Their expertise
constitutes "instant relevance."
Since our first visitor will be
Mr. David Sherwin who recruits
for Atlantic Richfield and is associated with ARCO Harvey research center, students should
circle Tuesday, October 19th as a
"must." The Bulletin will give details about the other seminar leaders. Juniors and seniors are urged
to attend.

One of the services which the
school offers free is Speech Therapy. Located on the sixth floor of
the Beehive, room C 611, Mr. William Stewart is the man to see
about your speech imperfections.
People do not often judge your
intelligence by your spelling of the
,written word, as most people are
prone to mistakes in spelling.
However, when you mispell orally'. i.e. mispronouncing the word,
because of a speech impediment,
you will be discredited with an inferior knowledge or intelligence.
No one wants to hear a strutterer
tell a story.
Another speech imperfection is
the mispronouncement of the 's'
and 'th' sounds. Therapy can correct these. What you hear with
your inner ear, as you are talking,
is not quite the same as what other
people are hearing you say.
If you feel that you fiave any imperfections in your speaking
voice, visit Mr. Stewart, or make
an appointment with his secretary.
Remember, it's free.

For Sale: '64 Ford, 2 door, hard top . Rebu ilt engine - ex cellen t cond iti on . Snow tires, radio, heater, new trans. Runs
beautifully. $250 or best offer. Must sell!! Ca ll Jan, 6755074.
Need ride to and from school for 8 a .m. class th is Sept., 5
days aweek. Classes end 1 or 2 p.m. $15 a week . live near
Old Orchard in Skokie. Mrs . Beverly Weinberg, 675-7306.
Experienced typist for term papers, theses and Moster papers. Electric typewriter. 728 -8430 .
One girl wanted t o shore 4½ room apartment with two
other girls. 4 block from UNI. $47.50 rent. Cal l Arlene or
Rosie, 267 -3404.
Dick Bartol o: About time you got engaged to "Unknown."
Congrats. Angie, Barb, Betty G., Chris, Connie, Dee, Diane,
Donna, Fron, Mario.
For Sale: 1952 Ford. 4 door, V-8 std. shift. Excellent condition, lo miles; new tires, just tuned . $500 or best offer. Jerry
Corcoran, 334-11 97.
Roommate wonted at 3rd. floor apartment. Close to UNI
and Ravenswood El. Own room . $55 per month. $60 after
Freeze, plus utilities. Call Ann Rozmin, 4918 N . St. Louis or
leave message at Publications office.
If you wont to become sexy, voluptous and develop an
effervescent personality - Rush L.S.A.
Ideal room for rent in private home, West Rogers Park. 10
minutes from UNI. Reasonable. Mrs. Flack, ext. 392 days;
eves. and weekends, RO 4-4448.
For Sale: Chevy Impala . Excellent condition , needs no repa irs. Very cheap; owner moved out of town. Mrs. Flack,
ext. 392; eves . and weekends, RO 4-4448.
P.A. system for sale. University 31 " horns, drivers, stands.
$175. Rich, 286-2571.
For Sale: Smith-Corona electric portable typewriter. $60.
Ruth Zimmerman, 74.3 -2428 evenings before 10 p.m .
Bachelor opt. for rent. A p lace to la_y your head and a °few
of your most intimate friends . Contc:ict Hugh Hefne r, Playboy Mansion .

BABY BOOK NOOK

'68 Camarro for sale. 3 sp . stick, 6 cylinder, econom ical.
Good cond ition. $1150 or best offer . 286-4486 after 4:30.
Peace! Free love!! L.S.A.!!!
For Rent: 2 bedroom apt. in new bu il d ing . Large clean
rooms. 2900 W. Foster, entrance on Franc isco . By appointment only . M. Sero ta , 271-1863.

has grownup
•
10 many "DTays.
c o me down & see us -

For Sale: '64 Fairlane. Rebuilt eng ine; excellent condition.
$250 or best offer: Jan, 675-5074 .
Ride t6 and from school needed for 8 a .m. class; end at 1
or 2 p.m. live near Old Orchard in Sko kie. Mrs. Beverl y
Weinberg·, 675-7306.
Free: one female cat and two kittens, tog ethe r or separate.
Carol, ext. 332.
Ride needed from UNI to Morton Grove after 4:00 class on
Monday and Wednesday . Will pay. Adrien ne, YO 5-3135.

e-047
moo, thurs, fri.
toes, w e d.

For Sale: '68 Chevy Biscayne. 2 door automatic ; 23,000
miles. Perfect condition . $1200 or best offer . Caro l, ext.
332.
If you wanna be happy for the rest of your life ~ join
LS.A.
$15 a week . Need ride fo r 8 a.m . class days a week . Urgent - live near Old Orchard in Skokie. Calf Mrs. Beverly
Weinberg, 675-7306.
Twin size mattress for sale. Excellent condition. $20. Sherry
Alpert, 743-4537 before 10_ p.m.
Part time neurosurgeon wonted .
No experience
needed . Train as you cut. Contact Rick, Commuter Center.

8 : 30■ 3:30

8:30-7:3 0

For Sale: hi -fi , AM radio, record changer, amplifier. $35.
· Call Sherry Alpert, 743-4537 before 10 p .m.
Room for rent with kitchen privileges. 4 blocks from school.
Male student. Call 539-6250 evenings .
Everybody's rushing L.S.A. Why don't you?
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by Phillip J. Sipiora

Recently, I was casually walk•
ing through Northeastern when a
terrifyingly good-looking girl
happened to cross in front of me.
In my own immodest way I was
amazed at her beauty, considering
the fact that my standards are ridiculously stiff. My immediate desire was to meet her; yet being
somewhat shy and without confidence I quickly elected to defer
meeting her until a time which
would be more advantageous to
me.
For the next few days I futilely
scoured the school in the hope that
I might catch a glimpse of her.
Fortunately, one afternoon I
happened to find myself directly
behind her on the walk entering
the school (quite accidentally, incidentally.) This was finally my
· opportunity to meet her. After a
brief interior monologue, I raised
the courage to approach her. Pulling up alongside of her I said the
only thing I could think of, "Hi."
To my relief.she turned around
and smiled, and proved to be as
beautiful as I had originally
throught.
In my nervousness I managed to
blurt out a few inanities (which I
am quite sure were unintelligible
to her.) At this point the tension
be c a m e unbearable and I
hopelessly groped for something
to say. A few more insensibilities
followed and the next thing I knew
she was on her way.
Pondering my fiasco, I suddenly realized that my shameful performance was not the result of any
social ineptitude on my part, but
rather a pre-determined consequence derived from the fact
that the girl had "power" over
me; and, in effect, I was in-

effectual and socialiy sterile.
The experience which I had occurs every day and manifests itself
in a myriad number of ways.
There is a subtle balance of power
existing between two persons involved in even the thinnest of relationships. This edge of "dominance" is a fascinating phenomenon because of its constant vacillation, both in degree and direction, much as mercury wavers in
the hand of a small child.
At the inception of a relationship there is a distinct "s.uperiority" of one member to the other. .
Ironically, this power balance is
first recognized by the weaker of
the two parties. The most extraordinary feature of this wonderment
is the unpredictable flow of that
"invisible" force (much in the
same manner that the balance of
power between nations shifts rapidly and unpredictably.)
The most frightening example
of the power relationship is the initial coition between a male and a
female. As rapidly as the civilities
are culminated one member of the
set holds a distinct "advantage"
over the other. (Certainly, one
possibility is that the "infei:ior"
subconsciously relinquishes his
power to the "superior" and thus
precipitates the relationship.)
Strangely enough, at times the alliance seems to fuse together, rather than tear apart, by this psychological disparity. It is almost as
if the incongruity of effect molds
the association into an affiliation,
just as the seemingly diswhole
with the right combination of
moves.
Perhaps in a future liaison fate
will have her finger on the scale
and tip the "balance" ever so
slightly in my favor.

Bio-medical careers
Lou House, Executive Director of the Council
For Bio-Medical Careers, a private, not for profit,
educational agency, chartered in the state of lllinois,
announced today that the Council was the recipient
of two grants. One from the Woods Charitable Foundation, Inc. of Chicago for 15,000.00 dollars and a
$2,000.00 grant from the lllinois State Medical
Society. Both Grants were for unrestricted use by
the Council.
Mr. House stated that these funds will be used for
program, staff salaries, research and operational expenses.
The Council, the only one of its kind in the country, recruits, motivates, guides and directs students
and non-students into the health and science professions. The main thrust is on recruitment of young
people for the health professions, counseling and
career guidance, assistance in seeking financial assistance, placement of students and non-students in
career connected job experiences.
Other components of the Council program are
Science Enrichment for youngsters in the 4th thru
8th grade, 9th grade to college and college students
into professional schools. Still others are placed in
Allied Health programs that require some college or
require an Associate Arts or Science Degree, such as
Inhalation Therapy, Medical Technology, etc.
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First "Project Success" Graduate of U.N.I. is Marlyn Cole, shown with President Sachs, left, Senator Cecil
Partee, and William Speller, director of "Project Success."

Joh lnforlllation
Everyone knows that the job
market is lean these days and any
help for those interested in employment after graduation is desirable. Because Liberal Arts graduates very frequently find it difficult to decide on the kind of job
they want, they fail to make the
most of their potential. Furthermore, they are not recruited, even
in prosperous days, the way engineers, accountants and others with
immediate job qualifications are.
And as for women liberal arts
graduates, there's no denying that
Women's Lib has many valid arguments regarding their employment, or lack of it.
To make matters worse, the
L.A. grad fails to attend job information seminars, rarely signs up
with recruiters and tends to ask the
kind of questions that recruiters
!able "the kiss of death for a successful interview." - "What kind
of job do you have where I can
work with people?" Since busdrivers, teachers, psychiatrists,
policemen and dozens of others
"work with people" it is obvious
that a candidate is going to have to

to a little thinking ·and decide in a
general way what he might like to
do with and for people - at least as
a starting job, if not ready to make
more definite commitments.
The Placement Office has decided that one of the best ways of
finding out about different kinds
of jobs and areas of work is to have
qualified and experienced people
from these fields come in and informally meet with students in Job
Information Seminars they have
scheduled. It must be realized that
in times like this or even "better"
times, the student is defeating himself to wait until the eve of gradu. ation. Students have a way of wandering into the Placement Office
and asking about the kind of job
they might get. There is no simple
5,minute answer for ti ..! Liberal
Arts grad for whom there is such a
wide possibility.
Juniors and seniors should
make a start on job searches by attending Friday, October 1st in
E-128. Mr. Roman Sobczynski, a
recruitment officer for the Cook
County Civil Service Commission, will meet with interested stu-

The Council also has a Shared Learning component where students are given assistance in better
preparing themselves in Biology, Chemistry, Physics
and math. The has a subsidiary to it- the Donald S.
Sutton Reference Research and Information Center
where students or other persons can come to do
research papers or just acquire knowledge about the
health and science fields.
The Council for Bio-Medical Careers headquarters is at 412 E. 47th street, Chicago, lllinois, and
also a secondary site office at the Lawndale Urban
Progress Center, 3140 West Roosevelt Road.
There is no charge for the Council's services and
all are welcome for their assistance.
This year the council will be instrumental in placing some 40 students in Medical school, 5 in Dental
school, I 5 in nursing; also this past year the Council
had students graduate from Medical school, Allied
Health programs in Inhalation Therapy, Med. Technology and Radiological Technology.
The Council for Bio-Medical Careers is ten years
old and the last three years has served upward from
1200 to 1600 persons. The Council's board of directors is made up of health professionals, students and
business people. Mr. Nathaniel Willis is the President of the Board.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL LOU
HOUSE: 624-4503

· ,PR~NT

UNI TV covers rally.

dents from 1:00 to 2:00 for a group
discussion of jobs. He will talk
about immediate jo_bs under the
EM ER GE NC Y EMPLOYMENT ACT and also immediate
and future jobs for the Public Aid
Department. Jobs under the EEA
that are under the County will be
available only for those living outside Chicago and Evanston. All
other jobs ordinarily under the
County jurisdiction are open to
ALL candidates.
Jobs under the Emergency Employment Act that are available to
Chicago candidates will be discussed by Mrs. Barbara Rrooks
when she appears on campus at a
later date. The Placement Office
has prepared a two page "Job Information Bulletin" which will be
available in the pass-out boxes under the Placement Bulletin Board.
Students wishing to talk individually with Mr. Sobczynski
should sign up for individual interviews. All sign up sheets for the
various dates scheduled are in the
Placement Office. Since there are
a number of dates, students should
consult the Bulletin.
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Book Nook
By Pat O'Brien

Beginning it's second year is Northeastern's Book
Nook. Also of note is that it is starting it's second year
in E-04 7, a new location. This room is just around the
corner from the billiard room, near audio-visual and
duplicating services.
The Book Nook is open from 8:30-3:30 P.M. on
Monday, Thursday, and Friday. Tuesday and
Wednesday it is open from 8:30-7:30 P.M . Although
these are the regular hours of operation Linda Palm,
it's director, said that due to lack of business in the
late hours the service is frequently closed slightly earlier.
The Book Nook carries a complete line of school
supplies including most of the materials that are required of art students. Items such as greeting cards,
postage stamps, datebooks, kleenex, and stationary
are also carried in the Book Nook.
From September 7 through 15 the Book Nook op-

erates the Book Exchange in the A-Lounge. At the
beginning of each tri-mester, and continuing
throughout each tri-mester, the Book Nook's Exchange sells used books on consignment. Frequently,
it is possible to get required books for much less than
either of the two regular book stores. One drawback is
that all book sales are final. No exchanges or refunds
are allowed.
The Book Nook is part of the Commuter Center,
and is trying to be a self-supporting student service.
At this time, however, most of the operating costs are
coming out of the Commuter Center budget. Eventually, it is hoped, that the Book Nook can. be expanded into a complete book store supplying necessary textbooks to the students. There have, as yet,
been no specific plans, regarding this.
The Book Nook's pricing policy is that it desires
not to be undersold on similar merchandise. So, besides being convenient, it is within everyone's best
interest to use this service whenever possible.

The people worshipped Noigiler, raw and real, in its forms and
manifes~ations, a~d through it they perce!ved that they saw the Light.
A solut10n to thetr problems. their reason for being, a comfort in the
agony of transition.
They worshipped the gods of Noigiler, with the initial simplicity of
neophyte-children supplicating their awesome father. And it was good,
for them.
From a basis of good and evil, however, they branched out in their
search for Hope, and Truth., and other life constants unnamed . So that,
soon, they felt a great pressing upon them to expand. Organization
synthesizea itself, and masqueraded as a Truth.
What is basic philosophy, after all, without a place to practice its
application, asked one and all, and so they built them a meeting place.
For the glory of Noigiler. And yet for the satisfaction of the now
unspeakable human subconscious. Yes-human. We deal with humans.
by BRIAN KILMNICK
But a meeting place is nothing, really, without its trappings and
systems and procedures; which are, really-human. For to invent is
a percentage of .625, not bad!!
human .. . But the people passed these things down to their children,
As you all know I am one of very
Hello Ajaxians!!!
My sympathies go out to all of and their children's children. And the gilded meeting place was gloriThis column will be the shortest few who correctly predicted the
those poor people, myself includ- fied, for them.
·
AJAXIAS that will be written all Chicago Bears victory over the
ed, who sat out in the cold and
Further into time, the children's children glorified the synthesis of
this trimester. So I'll have to Minnesota Vikings. All in all, I
was correct on 8 out 12 games for · wind to watch our Eagles' Foot- Noigiler, .until the generation of children many years hence said
make it short but sweet.
ball Club get mauled by Mar- "Wait!" For they could not, they realized, see but a trace of Original
I am going to rest on my laurels a weekly precentage of .667. On a
quette 24-0.
Noigiler.
this week and not predict the out- cummulative level, I •have been
Fumblitis, that strange, rare,
"We cannot see but a trace of Original Noigiler!" they cried. And
come of any of the football games. correct on 15 out of 24 games for
mystical disease plagued the of- they could not. So they went out once again into the open air, tearing
fense throughout the course of the away the tinsel trappings, creaking open the door of crusted cenafternoon. The defense did not tures - and through the leaden dust that fell away, they squinted at the
play That bad of a game but it was Light.
all to no avail ....
And it was good.
nessmen for the Public Interest,
Citizens for a Better
AJAXIAN PHILOSOPHY
And yet, though they strove to contain it, their newly found simLake
Michigan
pollution
permit
Environment Benefit
(Part Three)
plicity could not endure. Strange, that simplicity could not be allowed
Arie Crown Theatre at 8:00 monitoring project, co-produced
DESPAIR IS . . . ..
to exist in its original, unadulterated form ; but to pride is human and to
P.M. October 4th, Ralph .Nader an environmental slide presentaDESPAIR IS believing in err is often only a consequence . ...
and Mike Royko will speak to the tion with the Lake Michigan Fed- something then having that belief
The people built them a meeting place, once again. With symbols,
public. Tickets are on sale at 20 eration, given an Citizens' Action found to be all wrong, knowing
and great, be-guilded atrocities to the one, truly believed Noigistores in Chicago and suburban Program (C.A.P.) $4,000 in
that there is someone else, antici- ler-intended for all to see, but for no One to see. Ah, but vanity
communities or by mail to C.B.E. grants to cover adminstrative pating and being let down, but
underlies the definition of perhaps one too many human inventions.
2561 N. Clark, Suite 320, Chi- costs and $7500 in smaller grants most of all it is falling flat on your
The chant may be committed to memory, but unfortunately not to the
to
community
improvement
orgacago, Ill. 60614. Prices are: Stuface while watching or thinking soul.
dents $2.50, adult $3.00, patrons nizations.
that you were watching where you
And, once again, they cried "Wait!"
As
of
this
date
no
firm
plans
front seats $10.00 and first row
were going.
I cry.
seats $100.00. Proceeds will go to have been set for a press conference
with
Mr.
Nader.
Should
a
Nader and the Chicago area Citipress conference be set you will be
zens for a Better Environment.
"BRILLIANT. THE AUTHOR WOULD RELISH SO
C .B.E. is a not for profit public notified immediately. For further
FAITHFUL AN INTERPRETATION OF HIS WORK.
service organization. Since it's be- information feel free to contact
ginning in May of this year C.B.E. me.
A BEAUTIFULLY MADE FILM
has funded and supplied technical
-Judith Crist, NBC-TV
William
H.
Eichengreen,
Jr.
advice for a dozen recycling projProject Director
ects, partially funded the Busi-

AJAXIAS

Ralph Nader, Mike Royko

REVISED FILM LISTING
PAID ADMISSION .75

.....

I 0/8
Friday
Heart is a Lonely Hunter
I0/ 15
Friday
None But The Brave
I 0/22
Friday
Blow-up
I 0/29
Friday
Zabrienski Point
11 /5
Friday
Alices Restaurant
11 / 15
Monday
Boys in the Band
11/24 Wednesday
Faces
12/10 Friday
Z
The films listed for the Fall on the activities calendar and not in the
above listing will be shown in the Winter trimester. They are as follows:
I/ 14
Bullitt
1/21
Fox
I /25
Petulia
2/ I
Who' s Afraid of Virginia Wolf
2/4
Bonnie and Clyde
2/ 11
Wild Bunch
3/9 & 10Woodstock
6/2
Dammed
6/9
Performance
7/18
Youre a Big Boy Now
7/25
Start the Revolution Without Me
YOU CAN PICK UP YOUR CARDS IN FRONT OF THE AUDITORIUM AT THE FOLLOWING TIMES.
WEEK OF OCT. 4 at the following times: OUTSIDE THE AUDITO-

RIUM
Monday
8to9
2to4
Tuesd,ay
12 to 4
5 to 8
Wednesday
8 to 9
2 to 4 6:30 to 8:30
Thursday
8 to 9
1 to 3
Friday
10 to 12
3 to 4
Faculty and Staff will continue to be admitted but on the admission
basis: they will not require an ID-film series unless they pay an acti•ity
fee .
THE FILM COMMITTEE
IF ANYONE IS INTERESTED IN JOINING THE FILM COMMITTEE, PLEASE CONTACT CAROL BURKE-FONTE IN E
223. MEETINGS ARE ON THURSDAY AT 10:00.

IN THE LIFE OF IVAN DENISOVICH
By the winner of the 1970 Nobel Prize for Literature

"'M-

-presents

TOM COURTENAY in
Alexander Solzhenitsyn's

"ONE DAY IN THE LIFE OF IVAN DENISOVICH"with ALFRED BURKE/JAMES MAXWELL/ERIC THOMPSON
by ARNE NORDHEIM/Sereonplov i,yRONALO HARWOOD/From• transl•Uon by GILLON AITKEN of a novel by
EdllN by THELMA CONNELL/_..,.,. by SVEN NYKVIST / Executive Producers RICHARD PACK, HOWARD G.
, , , _ and Directed by CASPER WREDE/ A LEONTES PRODUCTION wHh NORSK FILMS In EASTMAN COLOR

CIN~

~=;=-

CHICAGO AltCUAN . 787-8722

e·

ALEXANDER·SOLZHENITSYN
BARNES

.ffllOM
CINERAMA

MIDWEST PREMIERE '""'"'
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Calendar of
Events

del

By Bill Bayer

--

Last week my column was devoted to the study of
a new album by Madura, a local Chicago group that I
had seen many times under the name of the Bangor
Flying Circus. Comparing the old sound and the
new, I felt their sound, although both original and
nicely executed, suffered a little from being too structured for a trio. I remembered Bangor's sound as
being free and loose, with the tightness coming from
. the groups mutual interplay, not from small, compact, worked out passages. So it turned out convenient that I was able to catch a Madura set last
week at Rush Up. After a strong set by the United
Nations (some of the members are of NIU), Hawk
(organ and organ bass), Al (Guitar), and Ross
(drums) rambled onstage and exploded right into ·
their own shuffie version of Johnny B. Goode. Each
member was as free as ever but I was still waiting for
more proof. The second number "Drinking No
Wine" reassured my belief in the power of Bangor,
an·d I ;as really surprised how fast they loosened up
since the LP.
Every man in the trio had his own style which
depended on the other two musicians to make it
work. Hawk is the foundation of the group. It seems
to me that he holds everything together no matter
how far Ross or Al would drift. Besides playing his

specially made Hammond in a driving but unobtrusive style, Hawk layed down a solid bass line on the
organ pedals and/or the bottom keys. Ross is more of
an experimental drummer. He uses the drums as instruments and his style features a wide range of
dynamics, most of them in an unpredictable manner.
He is easily one of the most creative and solid
drummers around, (I say one of the best to leave
some room for a friend of mine.) Al De Carlo
needs the other two to keep him going completly out on a tangent. He sings and plays all around
his lines, using the sycopations to throw the listener off. What makes him stand out is that he is a
totally original guitarist, soundevice like no one else.
De Carlo knows the instrument up and down and
controls his tones, constantly changing and rearranging the output. Talking to Ross after the set he told
me how the complete double album "Madura" was
done in two or three takes, undoubtedly the reason
why the record seemed so unnecessarily tight. After
15 one nighters in a row with the famous Chicago,
Madura loosened up to the style more like the old
Bangor and better. Maduras next appearance in our
city will be with Chicago at the Arie Crown. Be
there, because they'll probably give everyone a run
for the money. And after hearing them live again,
their LP is becoming one of my favorite discs.

The Northeastern Print announces the rejuvenation of its
Calendar of Events. Its purpose is
simply to enlighten our readers to
happenings both on and off
campus. Therefore, we are dependent on YOU! We ask you to
submit any information about
meetings or gatherings of any
club, organization, or activity.
Please bring the written information to the Print office. Include
time, date, place, etc. The deadline
for the following edition of the
Print is the previous Friday. ·
Oct. I
R o ck-Jazz Concert featuring
"Crimson Bridge" 8 p.m. in the
auditorium. Adm. is free.
Oct. 2
Football; away at Marquette at
2:00 p.m.
Oct. 4,5, & 8
Children's Circus in the Auditorium at IO a.m. Adm. is 25c.
Oct. 8
Film - "Heart is the Lonely Hunter" Adm. is 75c.
Oct. 9
Football; homecoming against
Loras College at I :30 p.m.

_ _ Music---~---,-~-=-::---:--:--:---:---:--:-Dana Mentgen

My biggest bitch about the record industry (and I
have many) is that it only seems to push the current
biggies on the charts, leaving their second-stringers,
many of whom are a whole lot better, to tread water
alone in tbe musical quagmire. Consequently, a great
number of really fine artists are virtually unknown.
Such is the case with Argent, whose second album,
Ring of Hands, has been out for a while, but nobody
seems to know that it exists.
The members of Argent have been around for quite
some time. Rod Argent - keyboards and vocals, was
_previously with the Zombies. Russ Ballard - guitar
and vocals, Jim Rodford - bass and backing vocals,
and Robert Henrit - drums, used to be with either
Unit 4plus2 (so the Rolling Stone tells me) or in Adam
Faith's back-up band (so my friend from England
tells me.) No matter; they've obviously paid some
rock'n'roll dues.
Ring of Hands, like Argent's first LP, places the
emphasis of the lead instrument on Rod Argent's organ and piano. Russ Ballard gets in some nice chops,
but it pretty much seems to be Rod Argent's trip. Jim
Rodford's bass playing is beautifully controlled and
Folk, Classic, Electric
100' s of New and Used Guitars
"Martin Headquarters"
Guild, Gibson, Fender, Garcia
Songbooks - Lessons
Expert Repairs
We Buy and Trade

ID4t &nunh Jnst
866-6866 '

GIANT HAMBURGERS
64 Oz. Pifche, of Mil/e,'1 Beu 1/.95
LIGHT OR DARK

CASUAL & COZY
ROARING FIREPLACES

• BARBECUE RIBS
& CHICKEN
• BRATWURST & OTHER
"GREAT" CHARCOAL
BROILED ITEMS
• GREAT SATURDAY &
SUNDAY BRUNCH
11 A.M. - 3 P.M.
Steak & Eggs, potatoes,
english muffins, HARVEY
WALL BANGER, Screwdriver,
Bloody Mary or juice, &
coffee or tea ... only $1 .95
• PEANUTS IN THE SHELL
•COCKTAILS
& HOT DRINKS

"Prices For The Student's Budget"

2741 W. Howard St. 973-0990

1447 N. Wells 664-2393

• Open from Lunch toll 2 A .M. 7 Days a Week• AMPLE FREE PARKING

flowing, and Robert Henrit's drumming is just perfect - not at all Iackin_g, but no excessive flash either.
Side One starts with "Celebration", a cheerful sort of
song that makes you want to put on your tennies .and
dance. "Sweet Mary" is slow, mellow bluesy stuff,
best suited for playing at 3 a.m. as the partying winds
down and everyone is sprawled in various corners of
the room, crashing tranquilly. "Cast Your Spell, Uranus" is a hard-driving number; all that pounding
rock'n'roll piano and Ballard's wailing vocal is complimented perfectly by Rodford and Argent's churchlike choral work. "Lothlorien" contains some pretty,
Bach-ish organ. This cut sounds what Nice would
have had they been able to decide what each other was
doing.
Side Two begins with "Chained", with Ballard's
tasteful to-the-point guitar solo. "Rejoice" has some
more classical-styled organ and a quiet, peaceful vocal from Rod Argent. "Pleasure" reminds me of a
warm, sunny day in the spring. Don't ask me why; it
just does. "Sleep Won't Help Me" is the kind of song
that's good to lie back and nod off to. Ballard's nicely
restrained wa-wa guitar keeps it from getting too lulling, though. The album closes with another rocker,
"Where Are We Going Wrong?". Rod Argent plays a
jazz-oriented piano, while Hemit pounds his drumkit
into the ground, Rodford wrenches out some rumbly
lines from his bass, and Ballard keeps knocking out
those nifty Chuck Berry-ish riffs on his axe.
Some day Argent is going to make it up there with
the biggies. In the meantime, go and ferret out Ring of
Hands. You may have to do some searching, but believe me, it's well worth the trouble.

"Phantom of the Opera" strikes
at the Aragon
Attention silent-film buffs and
mystery fans! On Friday evening,
October 1 at 8:30 p.m., the original motion picture version of
"Phantom of the Opera," starring
Lon Chaney, will be shown at the
Aragon Ballroom, 1106 - West
Lawrence A venue. The man who
composed and scored the music
for the film, Stan Kann, will be in
Chicago for the event - and once
again will musically accompany
the classic horror film. Tickets are
priced at $3.50.
"The Phantom of the Opera" is
considered by many film ciritics to
be one of the great horror classics
of the silent film era. It was originally released September 13, 1925
by Universal Pictures.
It is distinguished by elaborate
settings, including the underground catacombs and sewers of
Paris and a detailed reconstruction of the lavish Paris Opera
House.
Kann, an internationally famous organist, will present a concert preceding the film on the Arago n's Mighty Wurlitizer organ.
Chicagoans will remember Mr.
Kann from liis appearances on the
Mike Douglas and the Johnny
Carson Shows and on Kennedy
and Company.
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Congress returns to fall backlog
al revenue sharing package awaits further Senate
hearings. But three of the six special revenue sharing
bill s have not even been scheduled for hearings.
* Higher Education: The President's proposed legislation to re-focu s college aid toward low-income
students passed the Senate in modified form and is
up for further consideration in the Hou se. T he proposed National Foundation for Higher Education
has not been considered .
*. Environment: The Administration's 18-bill plan
of 1971 has yet to reach the floor of either house in
any form. At the top of the list are a sulfur-emi ssions
tax, ocean dumping regulations and a land use policy
act.
* Health Care: T he debate continues over the
Administration's " health maintenance organizations" plan and Sen. Edward Ke nnedy's $74 billion
universal health care plan. Hearings have not been
completed. The President's $ 100 mill ion cancer cure
campaign awaits furt her House hearings .
* Drugs: The ''war on crime" announced by the
President last June now depends on ammunition
from Congress. T he $155 million program includes
setting up a special action office for drug abuse
prevention in the White House.
* Campaign Financing: The Senate passed one
version in August and the House will begin hearings
this month on its political broadcasting and campaign
spending bills. The White House has indicated it
prefers a comprehensive attack on the high cost of
running for office.

WASHINGTON (WCNS) - Congress face s a
backlog of 39 major legislative items and five appropriation measures as it returns to work after a
fo ur-week recess. In the words of Hou se Minority
Leader Gerald R. Ford (R-Mich.), " While time
marches, the Congress crawls."
At the top of the list is President N ixon's crash
program to get the economy going. The three measures Congress must approve are: (I) repeal of the
ten percent auto excise tax, (2) increased personal
income tax exemptions to $700 starting next year
instead of in 1973, and (3) a ten percent job development tax credit for one year and fi ve percent
thereafter to encourage industrial investment and
more jobs.
T he next priority item is reactivation of the draft
until mid-1973 . The President's plan for a phase-out
of the draft after 31 years' operation (with a year's
lapse in 1947-48) was passed by the House and
awaits Senate approval. The Mansfield amendment
requiring American troops to leave Vietnam within
nine months now reads as a " sense of the Congress"
resolution that the troops be withdrawn as soon as
possible - language that may di splease the Senate,
although it won House approval on a 298-104
roll-call vote.

. Other measures Congress faces include:
* Revenue Sharing: The President's seven-bill, $15
billion plan to give more power to the states awaits
' concrete Congressional action. The $5 billion gener-

* Government Reorganization: President Nixon's
plan to regroup the federal government's agencies
along functional lines is far down Congress' priority
list. White Hou se Congressional liaison chief, Clark
MacGregor, says this plan will be the hardest to get
through Congress.
* Welfare Reform: The Family Assistance Plan "the most important social legislation in 35
years" -was passed by the Hou se in June and begins
further hearings in the Senate. Under the President' s
new economic plan, F AP would not go into effect
until 1973 , even if passed thi s year.
Other measures include funding for implementing
school desegregation, Office of Economic Opportunity reorganization, no-fault auto insurance, realignment of foreign assistance programs, and direct election of the President- which President Nixon supports..
On top of these legislative measures, Congress
mu st pas five appropriation bill s, totalling more than
$80 bill ion, to complete the funding for fi scal
1972 - now into its third month. These bill s break
down as follows :
Defense Department
$73.3 billion
District of Columbia
0.9 billion
Foreign Assistance
3.6 billion
Military Construction
2.3 billion
Public Works
4.6 billion
(Fact Sheet on status of Administration proposals
attached.)

P ilot progralll in elelllent~ry education
-By R osie Rees

"That's just it. I don't know
what I'm going to do. I thought I
wanted to teach, but student
teaching was really bad news. This
is my first experience in front of
the classroom, and I hate it. Now
what do I do?"
'Tm really frightened. I
haven't been in an elementary
school classroom since I was 12.
Tomorrow I start student teaching. What's it going to be like?
Will I be able to handle the class?
I don't even remember half the
things I studied in Ed. Psych.
Now what?"
Yes, now what? After four years
(if not longer} you've studied to
become a teacher. And now, only
now, you've been exposed to the
reality of the classroom . .. not the
reality of Methods I and II , Ed.
Psych., and Kiddie Lit . . . the reality of a room filled with expectant
and vulnerable kids. How well
have four years of theory in education prepared you?
Dr. Mitchell Vogel, of the Elementary Education Dept. at
Northeastern, decided the answer

to that question was "Not well
enough." After one year of intensive planning b·y the education
dept., teachers from the cooperating school districts, and students,
an innovative and encompassing
pilot program in elementary education was developed to experiment with a solution to this
problem.
The most important purpose of
the program is to immediately introduce the freshman student,
who is considering a teaching career in elementary education, to
the classroom situation by attending, observing, and participating
in class routine at a regular grade
school. They begin in their second
trimester, going to the school half
a day per week. Although this
doesn't seem like much time, it
allows the student to fill in his basic course requirements at Northeastern. In addition, the student
attends a seminar on professional
aspects of education held at the cooperating elementary school.
The time spent at the cooperating school increases to 2 half days
per week in the "technical" capacity of T eacher A ide during the

second year. This classroom experience is given in two 18-week
sessions, under what is termed a
Duality plan. The first 18 weeks
are spend in a suburban school,
the second in an inner-city school.
By the time one reaches his
third and fourth years, more and
more emphasis is put on involvement and teaching directly
in the cooperating school. The
third year, one becomes a T eacher
Assistant, and spends 15 hours per
week at the cooperating school,
earning $2.00 per hr., and in the
fourth year, 20 hours (often more)
at $2.50 per hr. This amounts to
full residency 'in the school setting,
with responsibility for teaching
first on an individual basis, growing to small and then large groups
of pupils.
Each student also carries regular courses at Northeastern in a
chosen liberal arts concentration.
However, all education courses
are taught in seminars directly at
the cooperating school. A master
teacher-consultant is provided the
students, with the master teacher
a n d Northeastern instructors
forming a team-teaching system.

Groundwater Pollution conference
St. Louis University will host a
national ground water pollution
conference sponsored by the Underwater Research Institute. T he
October 16-17 Conference will attract scientists from many areas of
research to discuss the future quality of the Nation's water resources.
G round water, which is the
source of all well water in the U.S.,
feeds springs, rivers and lakes.

Ground water comes from the
rainfall that seeps into the ground.
Some of this water fell as rain as
much as 20,000 years. ago. T oday
it is not only the source of water
for many rural residents, but industry and cities also depend on it.
A s with all of America's fresh water·, ; :increased technology has
created increased water use.
G round water is used by commercial farmers to \Vater their
crops, by industry to cool its

plants, and by society to dissolve
its wastes. By the year 2000 the
vast majority of states will be primarily dependent on ground water
for their water supplies. Thus, this
Conference is relevant to America's future.
A conference program and registration fo rm can be requested
from Underwater Research I nstitute, 34 11 Hampton, Suite 202,
St. Louis, MO 63139.

HELP WANTED
WORK AFTERNOONS

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS

Minimum Age : 21 Years
Pay Scale: Up to $3.25 per hour
Afternoons - 5 Days Working Hours: 2:30-4:30 pm & 230-6:30 pm
Charter work available on free days and weeke~ds if desired.
·
ANY OF 3 LOCATIONS
Buses Depart and Return To Niles, Wilmette or Northbrook

***

EXPERIENCE DRIVING BUS OR TRUCK DESIRABLE - BUT NOT NECESSARY.
WE WILL TRAIN AND LICENSE YOU -

Scholastic Transit Co.
2800 Old W illow Road, Northbrook, Illinois Call 724-7200

Teachers from the elementary
schools will cooperate in teaching
the education seminars.
This program has just begun
this fall trimester, 1971 . At this
time, the Glenview, Evanston, and
Winnetka school districts are cooperating with Northeastern in
the first stages. Some of the kinks
haven't been worked out as yet.
Because of the budget cut, only
students working in the Glenview
schools are receiving payment.
The others are working 15-20,
sometimes more, hours per week
voluntarily. Problems arising
from juniors and seniors who have
followed traditional sequence of
courses and want to enter the pilot

program have been worked out individually with program instructors.
Although only in operation a
few weeks, the program has been
greeted enthusiastically by the students involved. Dr. Vogel is very
optimistic for expanding this program to other city elementary
schools, and involving more and
more entering freshmen.
No one who is planning to teach
on the elementary level should ignore this wonderful opportunity
to. put textbook theory to practice
before facing the stark reality of a
classroom.
The next step: give the secon-

dary majors the same opportunity!
3314 W. FOSTER
CHICAGO 478-1490
732 ELM ST.
WINNETKA 446-7343
( Lower Level of the Fell Mall)

-

STEREO LP's
s·3 .19

8 TRACK-CASSETTES
REELS
$4.95

COMPLETE LINE OF

PANASONIC®
NO ONE SELLS
PANASONIC FOR LESS

(i)TJCL-IEI fa(]N!l
ELECTRONIC BOX OFFICE
CHICAGOLANDS CONCERT CENTER

,-
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CRIMSON BRIDGE ROCK MUSIC WITH MEANING
FROM DETROIT·
CONCERT SERIES
PRESENTATION ON FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 1 AT 8 PM
CAMPUS AUDITORIUM
FREE CONCERT WITH
ROCK MUSIC
How Much Longer Until Future Shock?
by Dean Strassburger

The aerospace industry suffered a rare setback
with the defeat of the SST. Don't think that they
have stopped, because they most definitely have not.
The people that bought you the SST, now have
another "ace" up their wind tunnel. Would you believe something that would launch you straight-up
into the atmosphere, and then relocate you anywhere
on the face of the earth in one hour? Just think of that
busy executive man with an important meeting in
Peking, landing before his wife gets home, via the
expressway of the "alternative route" . Yes, fellow
earthlings, this is the latest goody from gool ol'
Lockheed, the hypersonic transport, or the HST.
Maxwell W . Hunter the Second, and Dietrich W .
Fellenz of that very same company that you are
supporting (subsidizing) with your taxes, have a plan.
That plan, published as a report by the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astonautics, is as
follows. The 200 passenger HST would ascend
vertically with hydrogen/oxygen engines up to
10,000 feet. Then, nuclear propulsion would launch
the transport into orbit, gliding its occupants to
their destination.
Hunter and Fellenz claim that sonic booms would
be reduced due to the transport's vertical launch. All
fission products would be kept on board, and the
only exhaust would be "pure water". According to

these two, "such rockets will · merely increase the
hydrogen in the atmosphere". Also, if there were 90
launches per day, say for example in Los Angeles,
precipitation would be increased by one inch per
year.
All of this may not offend you. The HST is definitely understandable, if you compare the lack ofawe
taken in the moon landings . And you may take the
scientists claims to be valid . But to what extent will
1 the HST affect our life? How much will it cost ALL
ofus? And how FEW ofus will ever be needing that
kind of fast transportation? How much less will the
sonic boom be present? And can it be assured that
the only exhaust will be "pure water"?
When I read the article I based this story on, in
October Esquire, I reacted with a kind of future
shock, mild as it might have been. What are our
values, that we need such a thing? Must the mas ses
always put up with the exhorbitant plans of the elite?
I SAY NO! If you agree, write your Congressman.
He's not as deaf or as unsympathetic as you think he
is. Especially Percy, and Stevenson, they are both
gainst aerospace using our money and permission.
They must understand that concern for the environment is not a passing thing.
It is not one country that is superior to the rest, it is
merely the joining of all to live a complete experience, when it is said, "Earth (not America), love
it or leave it".

American Peace Awards
On October 1, 1971, THE AMERICAN PEACE
AW ARDS will be presented in Chicago during ceremonies at Orchestra Hall at 8:00 pm.
THE AMERICAN PEACE A WARDS are being
presented to those who have most effectively worked
in their field of greatest competence to stop the
Vietnam Conflict, and inspired others to do so. All of
the recipients plan to personally accept their award.
The Honorable Ram sey Clark will be master of
ceremonies, and the followi ng outstanding contributors have been choosen by the B.E.M. to receive
THE AMERICAN PEACE AW ARD
Joan Baez
Pablo Casals
Dr. Benjamin Spock
Rev . Ralph David Abernathy
Frank Rosenblum
D·r. George Wald
John Kerry
David Schoenbrum
Hon . Wayne B. Morse
Another Mother for Peace
Bill Mauldin

Art
Art
Medicine
Religion
Labor
Science
Veterans
Letters
Special
Award
Organization
Special

As long as one life is being lost because of Vietnam, our job is not over ... nor is any concerned
American's. We need your help and support.
Tickets for this event are available from the Chicago office of Business Executives for Vietnam
Peace, 116 S. Michigan, or by calling 263-1871 and
from the National B.E.M. office in Washington, D.C.
I'm sure that you will agree that nothing short of a
(SRO) audience would be acceptable for this important event.
Will you be there?
PEACE NOW

Two people really together, laughing,
loving, looking for tomorrow .
See for yourself our selection of
quality rings .
To assure your satisfact ion we will
exchange or refund full value.
You won't be hassled at Hollands .

MIDWEST PREMIERE
TILIPHONI 944-2966

FR I DAy

119 N . WABASH

-•

WOODFIELD

•

EVERGREEN

•

LAKEHURST
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What is the Duality Systein?
by Larry Teren

Hujainho

Northeastern is one of twenty-two colleges only supervisors for Elementary Ed., Mrs . Ethel
throughout the United States invoh !d in the Duality Greene and Dr. Margaret Lindman. Therefore, the
Program. Yet, most students on campus are not aware program could only initiate through the Elementary
of this program. What, then, is the Duality System?
Ed. department.
It is a program within a program. It is an extension
Mr. Grimes admits that there are a few problems.
of the Student Teaching Program. For sixteen weeks, Last year, the state legislature, through the New Prostudent teachers are subjected to 'cross assign- grams Committee allocated $4800. This year a
by
ments'
. For eight weeks some will teach in dis- request for $13000 was made . The program will only
Eugene Barnes
advantaged areas, while others will be teaching in receive $6000. The money is used for books and
affluent areas. The process is reversed the remaining materials that the student teachers are required to
.. from Nigeria . It is believed to symbolice Unity.
eight weeks, with students switching, or crossing read (The Autobiography of Malcolm X is mandatoBLACK; brothers and sisters, we have former and new brothers and over, to the economic class neighborhood which they ry reading). Also, videotaping and slides are presentsisters on campus this fall of 1971 in the year of J.C .. I know _we have not taught yet. The purpose of this is to expose ed to all student teachers to induce them to volunteer
extended greetings and directions to welcome them here, so that they the future teachers to all types of students and the for the Duality Program. The supervisors also attend
may feel a part of our growing concern for each _other as we move problems affecting their learning abilities.
seminars held at Government-funded colleges, such
forward to build a sounder base for tomorrows umty. Some of us are
The disadvantaged areas cover Black, Spanish- as the University of Pittsburgh, where Urban Educaweak also. So those of us who are strong will reinforce those ofus who speaking, Indian, White Appalachian neighborhoods. tion Problems are studied. Shaw College in Raleigh,
are weak-cause none of us should not be buying
At the present time there are eight student teachers at
North Carolina has excellent records of Black Hus
weak also. So those of us who are strong will reinforce those ofus who the Stockton school in Uptown. The affluent areas
man Relation problems. Other colleges where semiare weak-cause none of us should not be buying anything that will include suburbs like Evanston, with nine student
nars are held: Rutgers University and Boston State ,
teachers, and Oak Park (4 ), to name a couple..
cause further separation of what we are about.
College.
The student teachers also meet for twelve WednesIf any of the former or new brothers and sisters wish to become an
Two other problems are not enough time and travactive part of the Heritage, Cultural or Caucus function please stop in days in · seminars, led by four counselors, called 'c' eling. Eight weeks is too short for a teacher to really
Portable East mobile bldg. and ask and who to see about the cultural groups. Here, they learn and discuss about the differ- learn his students, and to develop a natural rapport
work-shop. The Heritage and Caucus ensemble meets 1:00 P.M . . ent classrooms problems with which they will have to with them. The student teachers also have problems
TUESDA y AND THURSDAY. Anything of importance will be contend. These sessions will be explained in fuller traveling out to some of the suburbs and inner city
posted or you will notified. Become active in our schools black pro- detail in another issue.
schools. To accommodate them, the department
grams -what u do is what u get. 4 P.M. Cultural works~op.
There are five hundred students currently enrolled places groups of students in nearby or the same
RED; Many of our black sisters and brothers are dymg every month in the Student.Teaching Program. About fifty are in schools. Thisway, they may be able to travel together
from Sickle-Cell Anemia, as a result of our grand-parents of 5 hundred the Duality Program. R ight now the program is only in carpools and help each other out in their teaching
years ago being taken from their tropical West-African setting. How sponsoring Elementary Education majors. They re- assignments.
The Duality Program has been a success, as sixty
many of us know the dangers of not getting such a test? How many of ceive six hours credit for student teaching. Mr.
us on campus have had a Sickle-Cell Anemia test? We can not change George Grimes, D irector of Student Teaching, for- percent of the students continue on teaching in disthe fact that we are here, but we can do something which will help or sees and increased enrollment of up to ninety stu- advantaged areas after they have received their teachease our troubles . Stop in health Services or Portable East for more dents by next January, with the entrance of Special ers certificate. Others find out if they do or don't have
Ed. and Secondary Ed. Majors into the program. the ability or patience to do so. (next week: An ininformation. This Black disease can and does kill.
GREEN· Contributions to this column can be brought to portable East When the program started two years ago, there were depth look at the 'c' groups)
or the P;int Office just above the cafeteria.
. .
.
.
Many of us have grown closer to senior standu~g. Whether 1t be m
sports, education; liberal Arts, etc., we are workmg at what we ar~
becomming. Again, the cultural workshop needs dancers, poets musicians, coupled with sincerity that you will bring. u don't have to be a
All student teachers for whom a
will learn about letters of eval- ply, possibilities of employment
pro to participate.
.
.
.
Again the Placement Office is sponsoring Career semmars m v~no~s
name and address card were reuation and they will . receive a and other matters referring to the
employment-areas, so come out check with the placement recept10mst ceived from Mr. George Grimes,
handbook containing helpful in- public schools.
For the first time in many
for further info. This office can be found across from Portable ~~st ..
were alerted in the form of a letter
formation regarding letters of inIncidently, if any black students have average or above ab1hty m _a addressed to their homes. An
years, the Chicago Board of Exquiry, transmission, etc.
particular subject area, why not come out and help a brother who 1s agenda was included. The first
State of Illinois certification, aminers has not announced a fall '
weak in that area. Come to portable East and see Rosevelt Gordon f?r item of business will be the disCity of Chicago Public Schools credential assembly date (applimore info. This semester many things are happening, do not get los~ m tribution of credential forms along
certification and out-of-State cer- cation for the "orals."). · In past
the shuffle, I repeat do not get lost in the shuffle. If you need help, Just with an explanation of the forms,
tification will be discussed. As in years, the Board announced, usutheir usage, etc. Student teachers
ask, a brother or sister, or come to Portable East.
past years, a representative from ally in August or even July, those
the Chicago Board of Education certificates for which applicants
Kwa heri . (good-by).
will be present to discuss tem- could take appropriate examporary and regular certification, inations and make application on
when to apply, documents to sup- the Ex.-5 form. It is assumed that
because of the flood of teacher
applicants this year, the Board
has delayed making such an announcement. The Board of Education will meet officially on a
credential assembly date, at least
for Elementary certificates, MAY
be announced. There is absolutely
no guarantee that such may be the
case. Furthermore, should there
be such an announcement, there
is a distinct possibility that there
will be only a space of a relatively
few days in which applicants can
It wasn't built in a day.
MON., .OCT . 4, 8P.M.
submit the Ex.-5 fo rm with its
Somebody dido 't jusr soy·, else besides the yeon.
ARIE CROWN THEATRE
necessary documents.
" Hev, this is the year for li!lle
Improvements. 2,11,7 of them
economycors-let'sboildone;'
If there ' s one thi-11g we
TICKE TS: PATRON SEATS$10, ADUL TS$3, STUDENTS$2.50
ond there oppeored
1972 learned about making econ
Volkswagen .
omy cars, i t's this,
Student teachers interested in
Fact is, 25 :"ears of Yolks- Th_e re's no such
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:
wogens preceded it .
th,ng os on overChicago
certification should make
And we put in something night success.
•Y"•o•,n o
PHONE - 478-6276
CITIZENS FOR A BETTER
it a point to be alert fo r last minute
100/o DISCOUNT TO ALL
ENVIRONMENT
information. They are urged to
2561 N. CLARK ST., Rm 320
attend seminars at which the Chi- .
NISC STUDENTS
CHICAGO, ILL.
cago repre senta t ive s can be
&FACULTY
counted on to give accurate details.
6035 N. BROADWAY
FOR FURTHER TICKET INFO CALL 248-1984

Rafiki

T each er-s Certification

NADER
AND

ROYKO

A BENEFIT FOR CITIZENS FOR
A BETTER ENVI RONMENT.

FLORISTS

BRYN MAWR
KIMBALL

@

O

SHAFER

GLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN

Open Eves.
Closed Sun.

@

BR 5• 3500

- WORLD FAMOUS -

I

PIZZA IN THE PAN
"eat it with a knife & fork"
(IT'S THICK)

MALE OR FEMALE
IF YOU HAVE A DRIVER'S LICENSE

APPLY

NOW

DRIVE AYELLOW
JUST TELEPHONE CA 5-6692 OR
APPLY IN PERSON AT 120 E. 18th ST.
WE HAVE WEE~END WORK FOR
YOU.

visit our ® 1~ ifnglish dining room

LAST SUMMER ST UDENTS EARNED
UP TO $50 OR MORE DAILY.

2727 W. HOWARD STREET

WORK DAY OR NIGHT OR DURING
SEMESTER BREAKS.

OPEN MON-SAT 11 :00 A .M . • SUNDAY 2:00 P.M.

Work from a garage nea r home or school
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Parking Violators

Attention All Students
During the 70-71 season, the COMMUTER
CENTER ACTIVITIES BOARD has been working towards creating programs for the entertainment,
educational and recreational benefits of our Northeastern community.

SPECIAL EVENTS a conglamoration of happenings
which are not considered under the other committees. For instance-A CHINA WEEK PROGRAM, A SPECIAL MUSIC FEST or a FLEA
MARKET SALE etc. 8. TRAVEL another new
committee organized to bring about-low discount
travel with lecture and film preparations. This years
The objectives of the CCAB are:
plans are in the making for a weekend in Montreal
( To serve as an integral part of student life and
(SKIING
or THEATRE) and two weeks in SPAIN.
activities
In order for us to continue being available and mak2. To serve all students in the Northeastern Illinois University Community; whenever pos- ing sense we need your help. If you are interested in
sible, the entire college community and their more information or in joining a committee or even in
helping when possible ,please fill out the form and
guests.
3. To aid in the enrichment of the academic and detach it. T here is a mail box on the second floor
cultural climate of the University by providing a • above the cafeteria where you can put your form. It
variety of student planned educational, social says Carol Burke-Fonte Program Advisor (She is the
person who advises us with CCAB)
and recreational programs.
Looki ng forward to your joining us.
4. To serve as coordinator for all committees in
THE COMMUTER CENTER ACTIVITiES BOARD
the Program Department
· 5. To initiate and work on special events.

Thus far the CCAB includes eight committees for
these works. T hey are: 1. CONCERT SERIES designed to contract an afternoon and evening series of
high quality performers. 2. LECTURE SERIES
brings in well known speakers who deal with current
affairs. 3. FILM SERIES selects a wide range of
flicks for your entertainment. 4. BUGG HOUSE
SQUARE programs local speakers with an informal
setting condusive for information sharing. People on
campus use this committee as a means of obtaining
speakers their interested in. Some local rock and jazz
musicians are contracted also. 4. RECREATION
COMMITTEE interested in organizing all forms of
outdoor and indoor sports; programs for the Association of College Union-International annual tournaments. 5. ACTIVITIES CALENDAR designs the semester calendar after collecting info on what is
planned for campus. Plans are in the making for a
bi-weekly news sheet of events. 6. FINE ARTS a new
organization which is designed to exhibit various
fo rms of art and have informal gallary lectures. 7.

NAM ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ PHONE# _ __
ADDRESS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
WHAT TRIMESTER A RE YOU IN?_ _ __
COMM ITTEE INTEREST:
Ocon cert

O Recreation

OLecture

OActivities Calendar

OFilm

OFine Arts

The regulation of parking lots, to Dr. Lienemann - Students to
when a small percentage of re- Dr. Howenstine.
peated violators continue to dis- 2. From these lists recommendaregard college rules, remains a tions for revocation of parking
major concern. In anticipatioq of privileges will be made and notice
S e p t e m b e r parking problems of revocation sent to the individwhich will be increased further by ual.
additional construction (the Boil- 3. If the violator continues to park
er House addition and the High on campus after revocation, a
Rise Parking Structure) the fol- complaint for criminal trespass
lowing procedures have now been will be signed against the violator.
developed and will be enforced:
A warrant will be issued and the
1. Each month the appropriate case will be heard in the Municipal
Vice-President will receive a list . branch of the Circuit Court.
of the repeating violators who 4. If violators continue after this
have refused to appear before the action, criminal trespass and towappeal boards or pay fines - Facul- away procedure by the City would
ty to Dr. Goldberg - Civil Service go into effect.

THE 1925 SILENT HORROR FILM CLASSIC
Lon Chaney, Sr.

' THE PHANTOM
OF THE OPERA"
Featuring

STAN KANN
playing the Mighty Wurlitzer Organ

OBugg House Square Ospecial Events

FR IDA Y, OCT. 1 8 :30 PM

orOTRAVEL

ALL SEATS $3.50 (Bloc Seating Avai L)
Tickets now ot TICKETRON Dial T l-C.K-E -T.S

01 am interested in helping CCAB whenever

0

possible

ARAGON

01 need more information

[ D [ [
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1106 W. LAWRENCE
LO 1-9500

.

r n [ [ PANTS for EVERYONE!!
at
,

ALL Pants in the Store
Buy l pair-get 2nd Pair FREE!
4 Days ONLY - Wed. Thur. Fri. & Sat. OCT. 6, 7, 8, & 9

•
•
•
•

MALE
LANDLUBBER
LEE
A-1

Open
MON-FRI 11~9

ALL BELTS
20% OFF

JEAN SCENE
SAT. 10-6

Phone: 588-2686

3304 W. FOSTER
CHICAGO ILL.
Between Kimball & Kedzie
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Fulllble-itis spells Eagles doolll;
lose to St. Louis 24-0
by Cele Connolly

What can you say about a football game when your team loses?
That the defense was great - even if
the other team did score three
touchdowns? That the offense was
fantastic - even if they never managed to score? I mean, what is
there to say? The courageous souls
who braved the cold to boserve the
game saw a lot of action. Unofrtunately not from our own team.
The sad fact of the matter is that
last Saturday's game against St.

Louis was a whitewash for the
Eagles, 24-0. It must be remembered that St. Louis is a semi-pro
team. And we lost by a much
smaller margin this year than last.
In last season's confrontation
St. Louis clobbered us 56-6. The
difference between that score and
this year's score tells a great deal
about what went on in Saturday's
game. Northeastern's defense
played a highly co-ordinated,
tight-knit game and kept St. Louis'
offense within reasonable bounds,
considering their scoring poten-

or
Intramural f oothall
by Conrad Firszt ·

Ah, fall. It's the time of the year when the smell of
burning leaves (when pollution laws permit) fill our
nostril s. It's the time when teachers once again try to
fill the educational voids created over the summer.
And it's the time when brown, spherical objects are
often seen floating through the air.
No, it's not UFOs, but footballs, that I am talking
about. And intramural football is happening again at
Northeastern.
Under Coach Ron Faloona's guidance, two
two-handed touch football games will take place on
the grassy field located south of the gym area. The
games will be during the activity hour of each Tuesday and Thursday.
Eight teams have entered the league and Mr. Faloon has separated them into two divisons:
TUESDAY TEAMS
THURSDAY TEAMS
Brahmas
Up and Coming
TKE "A"
Big Shots
AXE
Big Kahoonas
TKE "B"
Tappa Kegga Day
Like last year, the two top teams in each division
will compete in final playoffs. And again this year,
the top three teams, after playoffs, will receive individual trophies. The Big Shots captured first place
last year by beating the Brahmas in the championship
game. The Independents took third and the Tikes
finished fourth in the league.
To fully appreciate these games, you must see
them. First of all, there's tl)e •field itself. Construction
borders two sides, a parking lot is on the third, and a
huge barbed wire fence (which protects the parental
home from us) guards the fourth side. Yet, somehow,
two football fields are laid out in this area.
Secondly, although there are about 50 people either playing or watching, the games still come off
smoothly . For those accomplishments, and because
it sounds good, I have decided to, unofficially, name
the playing area "Faloona Field."
Yes, Faloona Field is where young, intelligent men
will make fools of themselves. It's where the underdog "heads" may score an upset over the "jocks."
Yes, girls, these are the fellas who may become your
husbands . And in 20 years, when they're staring over
their beers and bellies at the televised N .F.L. Game
of the Week, think back to these Tuesdays and
Thursdays and try to understand.

FREE CLASSIFIEDS
Typist for term papers, theses and Moster pape rs. Electric typewriter. 728-8430.
For Sole: Twin-size mattress. Excellent
condition, reasonable price. Coll 7434537, evenings before 10 p.m.
Fo r Sole: '69 Corvette Coupe. 350 Hp. 4
speed, low miles. $3400. Coll Chuck,
463-2396.
For Sole: Smith -Corona portable typewriter, electric. Excellent condition. Coll
Ruth Zimmerman, evenings before 10
p.m. 743-2428.

$ 1.00 for registration and handling to:
Allen King Corp; P.O . Box 6525; Pittsburg, Po.; 15212.

'67 Triumph Spitfire Mk 2 for sole.
Wires, mint, extras. $ 1000 or best offer.
685-4531.
Ideal room for rent: private home in
West Rogers Pork. 10 minutes to NIU .
Reasonable. Coll Mrs. Flock, ext. 392
days; eves. and week-ends, Ro 4-4448.
Do yourself a real favor. Ploy the Classic Guitar. 262-4689.

For Sole: '64 Ford Goloxie " 500." New
trans., p.s., radio, heater, W.W. New
brakes and exha ust system. Engine
needs some work. $ 17 5. Coll Ed , 631 5185.

For Sole: Chevy Impala. Excellent condition, needs no repairs . Very cheap;
owner moved out of town. Coll Mrs.
Flock. ext. 392; eve. and week-ends,
Ro4 -4448.

Port time envelope stuffers needed. $25
guaranteed for every 100 envelopes
you stuff. All postage pre-paid. Send
stomped, self-addressed envelope, p lus

For Sole: Girl's 24 in., 5 speed bicycle. Ki
5-7151.
Everybody SMI LE!!!

tial. But the finky pinky of fate
must have been aimed directly at
our unfortunate offensive, for it
certainly was not their day. Last
year we scored once against them,
and this year, no longer a brandnew team, we should have done
even better. We didn't. Not only
that, but our players were struck
by a serious malady which affected the muscles in their hands and
arms. I think the disease is commonly referred to as fumble-itis.
Either that or the guys all use
Greasy Kid Stuff and ran their fingers through their hair before they
caught the ball. (Or rather, didn't
catch it.) Five fumbles, two interceptions. It hurts when the other
team scores; but when they score
on your own dumb mistakes it's a
real bit in the
and that's what
happened. St. Louis took good advantage of the situation and scored
on our fumbles .

PERSONALS
I wont all my friends at Northeastern to
know how very grateful I om to them
for the many get well cords and calls I
received from them while I was in the
hospital. I found it very heartwarming
that so many people took time out from
their busy schedules to think of me. Lilian Toppel, Physical Education Dept.
gentle ben,
fear is the lock
laughter is the key
you are mine, i am yours
we ore what we ore
but you make it hard.
tour us
Wha t happened to lost week's classified
ads?

term papers
theses
dissertations

I suppose that after reading this
you are convinced that our defense played extremely well.
You're right. And I suppose that
you now firmly believe that the offensive group was, . shall we say,
somewhat less than adequate.
Well, you're right again. But mind
you, one game doth not a season
make, nor even two games; it just
wasn't our day for brilliant offensive plays. Better luck next time,
team.
But meanwhile I think I'll raid
the locker room and throw out all
those bottles of greasy kid stuff ...

typed
IBM electric,
soc per page

Mrs. Cohen Eves. 338-5242

Northeastern Illinois University
1971-72 Varsity Swim Schedule
DATE

OPPONENT

Wed ., Nov . 24
Wed ., Dec. I
Wed ., Dec. 8
Sat., Dec. 11
Wed., Jan. 12
F ri., Jan. 14
Sat.,Jan. 22
Sat.,Jan.29
Sat., Feb. 5
Fri. , Feb. 11
Wed., Feb. 16
Fri., Feb. 25
Sat., .Feb. 26
Fri., March 3
Sat., March 4
March 16, 17,
& 18

Triton J .C.
Home
Wright J .C.
Home
RocJ.<ford
Rockford
Milliken & Principia
Milliken
U .I.C.C. & U . of Chicago U.I.C .C.
George Williams
George Williams
I.LT.
1.1.T.
North Central
North Central
Rockford Relays
Rockford
U. of Chicago
Chicago
Wheaton
Home
NAIA District#20
Rockford

4:00
4:00
4:00
2:00
3:30
3:30
1:00
I :00
All Day
3:30
4:00
All Day

Conference Championships U.I.C .C .

All Day

NAIA Nationals

Northeastern Illinois University
Bryn Mawr and St. Louis Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60625
Coach- Ron Faloona

PLACE

TIME

